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The new original
Better than ever before.
K 82 The ultimate mechanical crimping tool
for insulated cable connections 0.5 - 6 mm2

33%
LESS
EFFOR

T

K 82 at its very best
The proven Klauke crimping pliers for insulated cable connections
in a crimping range from 0.5 - 6 mm2 have made a name for
themselves by convincing users that relying on quality pays off.
Their unrivalled robustness, ergonomically clever design and in
particularly their durability are only three of the reasons in favour of
the Klauke Original.
The tooling market is vast but the K 82 is a classic tool that prevails.
The result: the Original at its best.

CRIMPING RANGE
0.5 TO 6 MM2

New ease of operation:
33% less effort required due to a new
innovative mechanical lever system.

www.klauke.com/k82

Further advantages in favour of the original

Better than ever - even in practical test

X

3-component

handles.
Yellow: a hard core for perfect power transmission.
Blue: soft ergonomic handle surface.
Grey: super soft non-slip handles.

X

Optimal

ergonomics.
Due to the position of the palms and ﬁngers, which is gentle
to the joints.

Due to the innovative lever systemthe effort needed is reduced.
This is conﬁrmed by a comprehensive test: users of the
new K 82 require on avergae 33%* less effort as with
the previous model.
Crimping tools (crimping range 0.5 - 6 mm2)
Power Zone

X

Precise

pre-tension setting.
For the maintenance of a constant crimping performance.
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X

Optimal

X

Highest

material quality.
For low wear and long service life.

X

Easy

handling.
Thanks to the reduced opening width of the tool.

X

Unmistakeable.
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results.
Thanks to the automatic activation of the ratchet integrated
in the pliers.
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Handle opening

With a marking ﬁeld on the inner side of the handles.
Previous model

The new K 82

* Calculated average values for insulated terminals 6 mm² in the relevant power zone.

MECHANICAL CRIMPING TOOL K 82

33%
LESS
EFFOR

T

Safer handling:
Holding lug at the end of
the handle to secure the tool.

New extras:
Additional non-slip coating
for better handling on
work surfaces.

Bad crimp: No way!
Colour-coded and re-profiled crimping dies
for best crimping properties and results.

MECHANICAL CRIMPING TOOL K 82

with new ergonomic easee

witth 33% less effortt

reliably throughout the
entire service life of the tool

Item

Mechanical crimping tool 0.5 - 6 mm²

Item No.

K 82A

Crimping profile

Oval

X33% less effort

Total crimping range

0.5 - 6 mm²

X3-component handles

Red insulation sleeve

0.5-1.0 mm²

XPerfect handling and ergonomics

Blue insulation sleeve

1.5-2.5 mm²

XHighest material quality for a long service life

Yellow insulation sleeve

4.0-6.0 mm²

XDouble crimping: Crimping of conductor and

Length

225 mm

Weight

0.53 kg

insulation in one step
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